من نحن

سمايا الاستثمارية شركة سعودية متخصصة بابتكار وصناعة وتشغيل المشاريع الثقافية تأسست عام 1420 هـ / 1999 م.

Who are we?

Samaya Investment is a Saudi company specializing in the creation, production and implementation of cultural projects established in 1420 AH / 1999 AD.
Our Domain

- Architectural competitions for cultural projects
- Cultural and recreational scientific centres
- Interactive visitor centres
- Holding permanent and temporary exhibitions
- Heritage sites
- Museums

ناشط في صناعة

المسابقات المعمارية للمشاريع الثقافية
المرافق العلمية الثقافية والترفيهية
مراكز الزوار التفاعلية
إقامة المعارض الدائمة والمؤقتة
المواقع التراثية
المتاحف
أبرز المشاريع

The Most Prominent Projects
As Safiyyah Museum and Park Project represents a modern example of the humanization projects adopted and supervised by Madinah Region Development Authority.
The Most Prominent Cultural Projects

AS SAFIYYAH MUSEUM AND PARK
AS SAFIYYAH MUSEUM AND PARK

The Most Prominent Cultural Projects
Set up by the General Presidency for the Affairs of the Grand Mosque and Prophet’s Mosque and facing the Gate of Peace in the Prophet’s Mosque, this museum presents a context befitting the sacred location and includes a number of rare collectibles.
Behind the Manuscripts Library, there are an array of different models of the Mibas as each of its development phases, with graphics on the wall. If available, an original Mibar will be exhibited as well.
By utilizing emotive media and breathtaking shows, this exhibition provides a unique experience in acquainting visitors with the Holy Qur’an, and displaying a wide variety of the rarest and the most invaluable manuscripts and collectibles.
The Holy Qur’an Exhibition
This is a science and technology oasis, organised by Riyadh Municipality, presents scientific concepts in an engaging museum style.
King Salman Science Oasis in Riyadh Districts
The Temporary Exhibition of Tabuk Museum

This museum sheds light on Tabuk region and its ancient heritage, through an attractive museum display, valuable artifacts and innovative techniques.
The Temporary Exhibition of Tabuk Museum
They sincerely believed Muhammad, sallallaahu 'alayhi wa sallam, staunchly supported him and willingly offered him their wealth to spend it for Allah's sake. They wept out of love and longing for him and cried tears of joy upon meeting him. They were the most dedicated, the most agreeable and the purest in heart of all the faithful who have ever endeavoured to spread the true faith. May Allah be well-pleased with them.
The Exquisite Art of Arabic Calligraphy Exhibition

This exhibition presents informative entertainment displaying the physical aspect of beauty through samples of the entralling practice of Arabic calligraphy. It also presents the moral aspect of beauty through texts expressing lofty ideals.
The Exquisite Art of Arabic Calligraphy Exhibition
Expansion and Maintenance of the Prophet’s Mosque Exhibition
Expansion and Maintenance of the Prophet’s Mosque Exhibition

This rich and enchanting exhibition sheds some light on the history of the construction and maintenance of the Prophet’s Mosque as well as the historical and Saudi expansions it has witnessed throughout the ages. In addition to displaying some rare and highly interesting collectibles of the two Holy Mosques.
Expansion and Maintenance of the Prophet’s Mosque Exhibition
The Superior Moral Character of Prophet Muhammad Exhibition

This exhibition summarizes some moral aspects in the life of Prophet Muhammad, sallallahu 'alayhi wa sallam.
The Superior Moral Character of Prophet Muhammad Exhibition
The Temporary Exhibition of Al-Jouf Museum
The Temporary Exhibition of Al-Jouf Museum

This educational and enlightening museum presents the story of Saudi culture and heritage, particularly in Al-Jouf region. Using its enormous technical potential, its architectural building, museum content and presentation plan serve to achieve integration and harmony between the past and the present.
The Temporary Exhibition of Al-Jouf Museum
The Holy Mosque Landmarks Museum
This museum will be held in partnership with the General Presidency for the Affairs of the Holy Mosques and the Prophet’s Mosque. Concerned with the most important landmarks of the Holy Mosque and employing new innovative techniques, it will afford visitors the opportunity to experience an extremely enriching journey and viewing a vast collection of the most important artefacts of the Holy Mosque.
The Language and Culture Arena, Souk Okaz, Taif season
The Language and Culture Arena, Souk Okaz, Taif season
The Language and Culture Arena, Souk Okaz, Taif season
This exhibition seeks to enrich pilgrims’ spiritual journey and cultural experience, in a museum style highlighting the greatness of the Creator and spurring deep reflection.
MAGNIFICENCE & BEAUTY EXHIBITION

The Most Prominent Cultural Projects
This is one of the many Junadriyah festival tourist icons, in which the Saudi Commission for Tourism and National Heritage (SCHT) presents the most important tourist attractions in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, in a visually appealing style.
Falcon Exhibition, King Abdul-’Azeez Falconry Festival

A tour of the world of falcons through an attractive museum display.
Falcon Exhibition, King Abdul-Azeez Falconry Festival